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Izvleček: Projektno načrtovanje z orodjem BIM pridobiva vse več pozornosti ter na področju 
inženiringa, arhitekture in gradbeništva (EAC) njegova uporaba strmo narašča, saj zagotavlja boljše 
načrtovanje in nadzor projektov grajenega okolja, izboljšanje kakovosti končnih izdelkov, natančne 
izmere vgrajenih materialov (QTO), načrtovanje in zmanjšanje končnih stroškov ter manjšanje 
negotovosti med gradnjo. Uvajanje BIM-a na področju kulturne dediščine (HBIM) je deležno prav tako 
velikega zanimanja ker omogoča vključevanje že obstoječe dokumentacije, rezultatov raziskav, 
konzervatorskih posegov ter podatkov o dosedanjem vzdrževanju objekta. Za razliko od tradicionalnega 
pristopa zbiranja gradiva v obliki dokumentov, poročil, risb narejenih s strani strokovnjakov različnih 
profilov, HBIM vključuje tako kvalitativne kot kvantitativne informacije kot so geometrija ter ne-
geometrijske podatke, ki so v urejenem formatu na dosleden način integrirane v en sam 3D model. Eden 
izmed glavnih dosežkov te naloge je razvoj 3D modela iz oblaka točk terestričnega laserskega skeniranja 
ter vključitev ne-geometrijskih podatkov dobljenih na osnovi nedestruktivnih (NDT) in delno 
destruktivnih (MDT) preiskav ter rezultatov monitoringa skozi daljše časovno obdobje. Kot končni 
rezultat smo izdelali unikaten HBIM model stavbe, ki vsebuje 3D geometrijo, ne-geometrijske 
informacije, povezane dokumente ter 2D/3D risbe kot podlage za načrtovanje utrditvenih ukrepov. 
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Abstract: Building Information Modelling (BIM) has growing up recently and gained a lot of attention 
in the Engineering, Architecture & Construction (EAC) industry, as provide a better project and 
construction management, improving the product quality, accurate material quantity take off (QTO), 
scheduling and reducing money/ cost at the end of the process, mitigating uncertainties during the 
construction stage. The implementation of BIM has gained much attention also for Building Information 
Modelling for Cultural and Heritage (HBIM), including application for documentations, research, 
conservation and asset management. Usually HBIM is represented as a collection of documents, reports, 
drawing provided by different professionals and is capable to incorporate both information, qualitative 
and quantitative, as geometric and non-geometric information, that can be integrated into a single 3D 
model in a very structured and consistent way. One of the main focus is to develop a 3D model from 
point cloud by terrestrial laser scanning and incorporate up-to-date non-geometric information, as a non-
destructive tests (NDT), minor destructive test (MDT) and monitoring & control measurements. As an 
output we obtained a unique model, Historic Building Information Modeling (HBIM), containing the 
3D geometry, non-geometric information, linked documents and data, and 2D/3D drawings to later on 
planning retrofitting actions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The Architecture, Engineering & Construction (AEC) industry of new buildings around the world 
is always growing-up, but already in some regions, cities or countries, new buildings can be considering 
unusual due the environmental regulation, availabilities of new sites and the high prices. So, one of the 
main goals for this dissertation is to focus in existing and heritage building. This dissertation will obtain 
a relationship between Building Information Modelling (BIM) and existing buildings as BIM based site 
inspection in planning retrofitting projects. 
For this development, it was chosen a sacral building, a Church of St. Benedict in Kančevci – 
Slovenia, with main idea to upgrade the work carried out through Slovenian National Research Project: 
J2-8194 (D) Sensor technologies in diagnostics and monitoring of cultural Heritage buildings. Within 
this project numerous non-destructive (NDT) and minor destructive (MDT) tests were carried out in 
order to provide reliable data for effective structural health monitoring and evaluate the main causes for 
structural and material degradation of the building. 
Part of the advanced structural monitoring carried between 2018 to 2020, was laser scanning of 
almost the entire building, that was later used for the identification of the structural damage and it´s 
progression. 3D Building Information Modelling for Heritage (HBIM) model was based on one of these 
scanning’s. 
The church is the 3rd in the row in the same spot (Benedictines – Protestants – Catholics). Church 
was first mentioned in 1206 when it was still a part of Monastery of Benedictines. During the XVI 
century the church belonged to protestants who built a smaller new church at the same spot. In XIX c. 
Catholics worship there and they destroyed the old Protestant church and built a bigger new one with 
building area approx. of 355,00 m2. The bell tower was built in 1698 and in 1896 the church was 
completely renewed. In 1996 a renovation works has started that were finished in 2000. During these 
works undermining of foundations were done that triggered cracking and structural degradation of the 
main nave and bell tower. 
 
Figure 1 - Timeline Lifecycle. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 2 - Church of St. Benedict. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2020). 
 
1.1.1 Building Address 
Kančevci is a small village located in the eastern part of Slovenia [1]. The church of St. Benedict 
and sorrounding buildings represent one of the major spiritual center for priests and nuns in Slovenia.  
 
 
Figure 3 - Church Location. Source: Google Maps, (2020). 
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1.2 MAIN GOAL 
The main goal is to use the BIM method to develop a single 3D HBIM model from the point 
cloud by terrestrial laser scanning and incorporate up-to-date NDT, MDT test results and monitoring & 
control structural health measurements into the model. To develop this work, some specific goals, as 
describe on the sub-chapter below were linked. 
Specific goals incorporated: 
a) Laser scanning on site. 
b) 3D parametric family. 
c) 3D HBIM model. 
d) Incorporate tests into the 3D HBIM model. 
 
1.3 JUSTIFICATION AND TOPIC RELEVANCE 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) has growing-up in the Architecture, Engineering & 
Construction (AEC) sector, mainly focused on new projects, new building, covering the whole building 
life-cycle. The generation of accurate as-build parametric models of structures and infrastructures 
verified by point cloud is a complex task of primary importance in reuse and renovation projects. 
The use of BIM for existing and heritage building (HBIM) is still an emerging on retrofitting and 
renovating management field and has also a great importance. The biggest difference between BIM and 
HBIM is that HBIM faces a build heritage that has already existed for a period of time with special 
tangible (architecture, art etc.) and non-tangible values (cultural, spiritual etc.). 
Laser scanning and photogrammetry have a fundamental role in the survey of existing facilities, 
especially for the generation of accurate as-built parametric model, typically carried out with manual 
modelling approaches, resulting in time-consuming, labor-intensive operations and it is also 
irreplaceable when creating meshes for FEM analysis of complex and already deformed structures [2].  
 
1.4 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
During a renovation works in 1996, upon request of Institute for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage of Slovenia – ZVKDS (IPCHS), extensive archaeological investigations at the ground floor 
were executed and resulting with undermined foundations in period from 1996 to 1999. The renovation 
works finished in 2000 and soon after closure of renovation works, structural cracking occurs. In the 
beginning they were situated at the junction of the main nave and the bell tower, but from 2016 more 
extensive cracking of the vault over the main nave has started. 
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Working with a group of different professionals, the main idea is to implement BIM for Cultural 
Heritage Advanced Monitoring, Restoring and Management Process. Is it possible to obtain a single 
model with all the information through the use of BIM method into the existing and Cultural Heritage 
buildings area? 
 BIM can provide all major information at one model, with all necessary links to main sources. 
Till now the research policy and results of tests provided by various institutions and companies were 
usually lost through time, since there was not (apart from paper), other media to collect and store all 
data in singular form. 
 
1.5 HYPOTHESIS 
HBIM may be powerful tool for advanced monitoring, retrofitting and management process of 
tangible cultural heritage assets and may provide solid base for tracking changes and planning long term 
maintenance of the building. As contained in archive state it may represent form of a Culture Heritage 
Identity Card for particular asset.   
 
1.6 WORK STRUCTURE 
The dissertation is composed by 7 (seven) chapters, distributed as follows: The first chapter 
introduce the main survey, following for the justification and topic relevance, research problem, and 
hypothesis. 
The second chapter is developing the theoretical foundations, literature review, according to the 
European guidance and renowned authors. 
The third chapter is the methodology, characterized by analysis and measurements in-situ and the 
3D modelling development. 
Following, the fourth chapter, shows the results into the final single 3D HBIM model. 
The fifth chapter bring the conclusion and recommendation, following for the bibliographic 
reference and appendix. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) 
The term BIM had the oldest example documented and published in the AIA Journal by Charles 
M. Chuck Eastman in 1975. According to Charles M. Chuck Eastman, the definition of BIM would be 
“…define elements interactively…deriving sections, isometric planes or perspectives from the same 
description of elements…Any change in the arrangement would have to be made only once for all future 
designs. All drawings derived from the same element arrangement would be automatically 
consistent…any type of quantitative analysis could be linked directly to the descriptions…estimates of 
cost or quantities of material could be easily generated…providing a single integrated database for visual 
and quantitative analysis…automated building code verification at the cityhall or at the architect’s 
office. Large project contractors may find this representation advantageous for scheduling and ordering 
materials” [3]. 
During the early 1980s, this approach was most commonly described in the United States as 
Building Product Models and in Europe, especially in Finland as Product Information Modeling. The 
term Building Information Model was merged by the composition of the duplicated terms for product 
(Building Product Model + Product Information Modeling). 
The first documented use of the term Building Modeling was in an article by Robert Aish at GMW 
Computers Ltd., maker of the “RUCAPS” software, setting out arguments for what we now know as 
BIM and the technology to implement it, including 3D modeling, automatic drawing extraction, 
intelligent parametric components, relational database, time phasing of construction processes [4]. 
From the Construction Model, it became the Building Information Model, with its first 
documented use in English in an article by G.A. van Nederveen and F. Tolman in 1992, Automation in 
Construction [5]. 
Thus, it is concluded that the basic nomenclature of BIM is not something innovative, this term 
had already been created a long time ago, presenting numerous demonstrations over the years, mainly 
in Finland efforts, through the Project “Vera po Tekes”, the Finland National Technology Agency. 
BIM is an intelligent simulation of architecture, and it must have 6 (six) main characteristics to 
become an integrated implementation: 
a) Digital; 
b) Spatial (3D); 
c) Measurable (quantifiable, scalable and consultable); 
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d) Comprehensive (incorporating and communicating the design intent, construction 
performance, constructability, and including sequential and financial aspects of means 
and methods); 
e) Accessible (to the entire project team and to the owner through an interoperable and 
intuitive interface); 
f) Durable (usable throughout all phases of a building's life). 
 
The definition of what constitutes BIM technology is subject to variations and confusions, in the 
items below, it is possible to check what does not consist a BIM definition: 
a) Models that only contain 3D data, without design attributes; 
b) Models without support for behavior (parameterization); 
c) Models that are composed of multiple references to 2D CAD files that must be combined 
to define the construction; 
d) Models that allow changes to dimensions in one view that are not automatically reflected 
in other views. 
From the public sector, BIM means a digital construction, something similar to the technology 
and digital process revolution that entered the manufacturing sector in the 1980s and 1990s to improve 
productivity and quality. It is a combination of 3D modelling with life asset and project information to 
improve collaboration, coordination and decision-making [6]. 
In many countries there is no formal set process for designing a building. The way of how to do 
it is unwritten and unrecorded with informal processes. There are several design process or plan of works 
used to guide clients, design and construction around the world but to help this professional to set up 
their projects, as a constant point of reference, reminding the core tasks that should be undertaken, RIBA 
provides a comprehensive guidance. 
“The RIBA Plan of Work organizes the process of briefing, designing, delivering, maintaining, 
operating and using a building into 8 (eight) stages. It is a framework for all disciplines on construction 
projects and should be used solely as guidance for the preparation of detailed professional services an 
building contracts” [7]. 
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Figure 4 - Plan of Work 2020. Source: RIBA, (2020).  
2.1.1 BIM Tools for projects 
Currently, there is a lot of software developed on the market that fits within the BIM technology, 
specific to architecture, structure, installations, detailing and many other disciplines (Revit [8]; Bentley 
System [9]; ArchiCAD [10]; Tekla Structures [11]; TQS [12]; Navisworks [13], ...). 
Revit Architecture is the most well-known and market-leading software for the use of BIM in 
architectural projects. It was introduced by Autodesk in 2002. Revit is a completely separate platform 
from AutoCAD, with different code base and file structure. In the following main strengths and 
weaknesses of Revit are summarized. 
Strengths: ease of learning, has a wide range of object libraries developed by third parties. Its 
bidirectional support for drawings allows the generation and management of information based on 
updates in both drawing and model views. 
Weaknesses: memory-based system, which makes it significantly slower for projects larger 
than about 220 megabytes. It has limitations in the parametric rules that deal with angles and do not 
support complex curved surfaces. 
Tekla Structures introduced by Tekla Corporation, a Finland company founded in 1966 with 
multiple divisions, Buildings and Construction, Infrastructure and Energy. Its initial product was the 
Xsteel introduced in the mid-1990s, growing and becoming the most widely used steel detailing 
application in the world. 
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 With the demand from precast concrete manufacturers in Europe and North America, the 
software features have been expanded to support the detailing of precast and added supports for analysis 
of structures and direct link with finite element analysis packages. This extended software has been 
renamed to Tekla Structures. 
Strengths: its versatile ability to model structures that incorporate all types of structural 
materials and detailing; its ability to support very large models and simultaneous operations on the same 
project with multiple users at the same time. It supports the compilation of complex parametric custom 
component libraries with little or no programming. 
Weaknesses: because it is a powerful tool, the functionalities are quite complex to learn and 
fully use. The power of its parametric component facilities, despite being a strong point, requires 
sophisticated operators who must develop a high level of skill. 
 
2.2 BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING “IN USE” 
The post-construction benefits provide better management and operation of buildings, as they 
provide a source of information (graphics and non-graphics) for all systems used in the construction. A 
building model that has been updated with all modifications made during construction is an accurate 
source of information about how spaces and systems were built and provides a very useful information 
for the management and operation process of the construction. 
BIM is a coordinated and smart model that allows virtual prototyping, analysis and the virtual 
construction of a project. These tools extend the capabilities nowadays of CAD through the ability to 
associate project information with business processes, such as budgeting, sales forecasting and building 
operation. 
In drawing-based processes, analyzes need to be done independently of building design 
information, often requiring repeated, time consuming process and chance of errors in data inputs. The 
result is the loss of value of information assets over the phases and a higher effort to produce project 
information. 
Consequently, these analyzes may happen out of the sync with the project information resulting 
in errors. In a BIM-based processes, the owner can obtain a greater return on his investment due to the 
improvement of the design process, where the value of the information is increased in each phase, and 
the effort required to produce it is reduced. In addition, the owner can save money on project quality, 
cost and future building changes. 
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2.3 HISTORIC BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL (HBIM) 
The terms heritage BIM, Historic Building Information Modelling, HBIM, BIM for heritage and 
BIM for historic buildings referring to any use of BIM for heritage and archaeology, including 
applications for documentations, research, conservation and asset management. 
This kind of projects usually involve a multi-disciplinary collaboration to interpret and understand 
the complex information and data about the heritage. 
Information about historic buildings and archaeological usually represented as a collection of 
documents, reports, drawings, computer-aided design (2D CAD/ 3D CAD) files and various datasets 
provided by different professionals, each working in your own field, tools and standards. 
The implementation of BIM is capable to incorporate both information, qualitative and 
quantitative, about a build asset to represent physical and functional characteristics. It is possible to 
provide some simulations, development and performance of an asset and also some heritage values and 
significance that can be integrated into the 3D model in a structured and consistent way. 
BIM does not represent only the appearance of the existing historic building, but also the 
exploration and complex analysis. Allows the structured integration of geometric and non-geometric 
information as external documents into a single model. It offers a collaborative working processes and 
sharing coordinated datasets across a multi-disciplinary team [6]. 
Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM), consists of: 
a) Geometry (2D and 3D); 
b) Non-geometric information; 
c) Linked documents and data. 
2.3.1 LOD for Historic Building Information Modeling (HBIM) 
According to Andrews et. al. [6]  the Level of detail (LOD) for HBIM model could be organized 
into 4 levels:  
1. Level 1: Basic outline of the building/ structure represented as a solid object using representative 
component information but with no architectural detail depicted. 
2. Level 2: Outline of the building/ structure represented as a solid object with principal 
architectural features included using generic components. 
3. Level 3: Outline of the building/ structure represented as a solid object with all architectural 
features and major service detail included generic components. 
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4. Level 4: Detailed survey of the building/ structure represented as a solid object including all 
architectural detail, services and custom developed components to accurately represents fabric 
type. 
 
2.4 COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT (CDE) 
A single-source of information for any given project, used to collect, manage and disseminate all 
relevant approved project documents for multidisciplinary teams through a managed process. A digital 
workspace that provides a central repository of information about an asset improving the collaboration 
between project and stakeholders, mitigating risk of mistakes and duplication [14]. 
There is a specific BIM CDE software system available, such a Bentley CDE, Autodesk BIM 
360, Trimble Connect, Oracle Aconex and many others. The CDE should include 4 (four) states 
providing a validation process for asset data as following below [14]. 
a) Work in progress (WIP): Is a state which should be used to hold information while it is 
being developed and should not be visible or accessible to any other task team. 
b) Shared (SH): Is used to hold information that has been approved for sharing with other 
members of the organization or project team. Usually is suitable for another member to 
use as a reference to develop other activities. Should be visible and accessible but not be 
editable. 
c)  Published (P): Is used for information that has been authorized for use in the 
construction. 
d) Archive (A): Should hold inactive or superseded information and create a journal of all 
information container that have been published. In a heritage area, this does not refer 
to historic/ archive material [14]. 
The traditional sharing information cannot be considered as the best process to share information 
between the professionals This way has many channels with high risks of mistakes, duplication, redesign 
and rework, what means that is not a BIM process. According to the next figures below [Figures 5-7], 
it is possible to understand the main difference between the traditional sharing information and a 
common data environment (CDE) itself. 
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Figure 5 - Traditional Sharing Information. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 6 - Common Data Environment (CDE). Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 7 - CDE Workspace, Source: ACCA Software, (2019). 
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2.5 ON SITE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
A correct intervention on a historic or heritage structure should start from an accurate diagnosis 
of the building, where the structural performance could be understood by the geometry, texture, physical, 
chemical and mechanical characteristics and some experimental investigations as diagnostic tests. 
2.5.1 Destructive Tests (DT) 
Testing on large-size structural elements until the cracking or failure in order to obtain the 
mechanical behavior. Usually are highly invasive that require the substitution of the damage part. 
1. Mono-axial compression test. 
2. Diagonal compression test. 
3. Shear-compression test. 
 
2.5.2 Non-Destructive Tests (NDT) 
Detect some specifics aspects of a material or a structure, based on correlations between some 
physical parameters. 
1. Sonic Test. 
2. Radar in reflection and tomography. 
3. Impact-echo. 
4. Micro seismic profiling. 
5. Geoelectrical methods. 
6. Thermography. 
7. Ultrasonic. 
8. Manual Survey Techniques. 
9. Instrument Survey Tools (Tachymeter, laser scanning, GNSS). 
10. Image-Based documentation Methods (images, photogrammetry). 
11. Data Management (CAD, Database). 
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2.5.3 Minor Destructive Tests (MDT) 
Based on mechanical tests performed on a small portion of the structure, usually on masonry 
structures, providing information such are level of stresses, elastic modulus, shear strength and 
morphology of the walls. 
1. Coring and sampling. 
2. Single Flat Jack. 
3. Double Flat Jack. 
4. Shove Test. 
5. Hole Drilling Method. 
6. Optical and Digital Endoscopy. 
 
2.5.4 Monitoring and Control  
From results data measurements on-site investigation in time intervals, it is possible to monitoring 
and control these data variation. 
1. Measurement of increasing parameter – Crack Patterns, Stress States. 
2. Measurement of variation of parameter in comparison to stationary state – Dynamic excitation, 
static loading. 
3. Measure of parameters in respect to quasi-static effects of actions – Displacement, 
deformations, stresses, temperature, cracks, tilting, damage.  
4. Time history measurements of vibration – Accelerations, velocity, time-displacement. 
5. Measurement at regular time intervals. 
6. Measurements at very frequent time intervals. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
To be easier to understand each step developed for this thesis, it is described below the workflow 
1, 2, 3 and 4 where is it possible to visualize the INPUT data, the PROCESS and the OUTPUT data. 
 
Workflow 1 – Data. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Workflow 2 - INPUT Data. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Workflow 3 – PROCESS. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Workflow 4 - OUTPUT Data. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.1 COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT (CDE) 
To develop this dissertation, the Building Information Modelling for Cultural Heritage (HBIM) 
model and to obtain a good environment organization, it was created a Common Data Environment 
(CDE) in google drive, with the folders organizations as adopted in the workflow below: 
 
Workflow 5 - Common Data Environment Organization. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.2 3D LASER SCANNING 
The advantage of 3D geospatial datasets (e.g. point clouds) for HBIM area are very important, 
because from these millions points it is possible to show a large volume of high-resolution data covering 
all visible surfaces (with color or not), from a reliable basis for create a native 3D geometry into the 
BIM environment. 
Due to the current pandemic situation at the time while this thesis was prepared (COVID 19), it 
was not possible to be on site to visit the building and make the laser scanning process. At the beginning 
of the development model process it was used a previous point cloud file made in 2019 by Tilen 
Urbančič, but it some parts of the church were missing and thus prevent us to model the entire building. 
Later on, additional one was also made by Tilen Urbančič in 2nd of May of 2020, scanning the entire 
building as required. 
To develop this measurement on site, a terrestrial laser scanning equipment, by Leica BLK360 
Imaging Laser Scanner was used. It required 41 (forty-one) terrain measurements setups for the entire 
building and a scanning setting with high and medium resolution according to the church areas, Outdoor 
- 5.0mm @ 10m and Indoor - 10mm @ 10m both with RGB color. For the whole measurements elapsed 
time was approximately 2 hours. 
 After the measurement works in-situ, to setup the 41 (forty-one) terrain measurements into a 
single file, point cloud, was used the software Leica Cyclone REGISTER 360 with accuracy of cloud-
to-cloud registration of 7.0mm and average overlap for registered setups of 43%. 
 
Figure 8 – 3D Terrestrial Laser Scanner. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2020). 
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It was received from the Slovenian team a point cloud in (.LAS) file format, an open widely 
format regarded as an industry standard, and then converted for (.RCP) file format from Autodesk 
RECAP, to start modelling inside the Autodesk software’s, AutoCAD and REVIT. 
 
Figure 9 - Point Cloud File Format Workflow. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
The point cloud of the entire build, Kančevci_all_octree_5mm.rcp, is composed approximately of 
434.098.223 points and 2.36GB of size file. Below is possible to visualize the raw file. 
 
 
Figure 10 - Floor Plane Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 11 - North Elevation Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 12 - South Elevation Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 13 - East Elevation Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 14 - West Elevation Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 15 - 3D View1 Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 16 - 3D View2 Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 17 - 3D View3 Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.3 MEASUREMENTS AND TESTS ON SITE 
From the results of Slovenian National Research Project: J2-8194 (D) “Sensor technologies in 
diagnostics and monitoring of cultural Heritage buildings” (coordinated by Zvonko Jagličić) it was 
possible to obtain a significant number of different test results from non-destructive tests (NDT), minor-
destructive tests (MDT) and some monitoring and control data that were used and incorporated into the 
HBIM model. 
Below is listed these tests made by them on site and available to use in this dissertation: 
1. NDT – Non-destructive Tests. 
 
a) Archeological Investigation. 
Archaeological works was done during the process of renovation work on the church in 1996 
and for that purpose archaeologists have dig the whole floor of the main nave since the nave foundations 
of the previous smaller church (Benedictines and Protestants) as well as the foundation of the defensive 
tower (south west corner).  
During excavation works foundations were undermined at some points at the north wall of the 
main nave as well as two pillars beneath the choir and were kept at this state for some years before the 
church structures starts to crack. 
This archeological investigation could be registered with images from different places, where it 
is possible to visualize according to next figures. From these files it was used to insert as a non-geometric 
information and associated documents and data into the 3D HBIM model. 
 
 
Figure 18 - Archeological Investigation. Source: ZVKDS [15], (1996). 
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Figure 19 - Archeological Investigation Ground Floor. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2019). 
b) Manual Survey Techniques. 
In-situ manual survey was done by a group of professionals, where the main object was to 
identify, by visual inspection, small cracks with thickness average above (>0.1mm) along the walls of 
the main nave and, by terrestrial laser scanning, larger cracks on the vault over the main nave.  
As a manual technique in ACAD file as name (kancevci_tloris&zunanj&razpoke KPMK) was 
designed all these cracks on the correct place, with two different ACAD layers related whether the cracks 
were evaluated through point cloud by terrestrial laser scanning, “razpoke layer” (red colour) or visual 
inspection “razpoke KPMK layer” (blue colour). These drawings were inserted into the 3D HBIM 
model. 
 
Figure 20 - Cracks Pattern Investigation from Visual Inspection. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2019). 
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Equipment devices used for the crack width measurement: Deformeters ELE – accuracy 0.01mm. 
 
Figure 21 - Deformeters ELE. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
c) 3D Laser Scanning – Geometrical Survey. 
As describe in the item 3.2 – 3D LASER SCANNING, from a terrestrial laser scanning process 
in-situ was possible to obtain a geometrical survey with high-resolution data covering all visible surfaces 
from a reliable basis for create a native 3D geometry into the BIM environment. 
Equipment devices used for the terrestrial laser scanning measurement: Leica BLK 360. 
 
Figure 22 - Leica BLK360 Imaging Laser Scanner. Source: Leica, (2020). 
d) Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) in Reflection. 
GPR in reflection is an electromagnetic pulse reflection method based on physical principles. It 
is a geophysical technique for shallow investigations with high resolution. It is simple time domain 
form; electromagnetic pulses are transmitted into the ground floor and part of this energy is reflected or 
scattered at layer boundaries or buried objects. The direct and reflected amplitudes of the electric field 
are recorded as a function of traveltime [16]. 
Reflections and diffractions of electromagnetic waves occur at boundaries between rock strata 
and objects that have differences in their electrical properties. The electric permittivity and electric 
reflectivity are the petrophysical parameters which determine the reflectivity of layer boundaries and 
the penetration depth. 
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Figure 23 - Principle of GPR in Reflection. Source: [16] 
Equipment devices used for the GPR measurement: Hilti PS 1000 - 2.5GHz antenna. 
 
Figure 24 - Hilti 2,5 GHz antenna, Source: HILTI, (2020.) 
According to the images below, it is possible to vizualize the tests position made in-situ and two result 
example of them. 
 
Figure 25 - GPR Test Position. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 26 - GPR in Reflection Results position 0546_B1(1) and 0553_B1. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, 
(2020). 
 
e) Thermography. 
Thermography is a technique that extends to human vision across the infrared spectrum. Infrared 
is an electromagnetic frequency naturally emitted by anybody with intensity and can be applied for 
several areas including the Architecture, Engineering & Construction (AEC) as preventive or predictive 
maintenance in all industrial segments, where can see thermal signatures that indicate heat leaks in faulty 
thermal insulation and use it the results to improve the efficiency. 
As an NDT, according to the Slovenian National Research Project: J2-8194 (D), were possible 
to obtain some temperature results from 13 (thirteen) different areas, such exterior walls, windows and 
roof tile. It is possible to visualize these localizations and test results in the next figures below.  
Equipment devices used for the thermography measurement: Camera FLIR E60bx. 
 
 
Figure 27 - FLIR E60bx. Source: FLIR, (2020). 
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Figure 28 - Thermography Results View. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
  
Figure 29 - Thermography Points Localizations View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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2. MDT – Minor-destructive Tests. 
a) Profiling of Moisture. 
 The moisture analysis was made to obtain information about water content along the height of 
the walls at the entrance and at the main nave and at each position it was measured with 2 (two) different 
detectors named “MB35 GANN” and “B50 GANN”, providing 2 (two) separate results. The first one 
provides the water content in (%) and the second one is related to the type of tested material and provide 
different levels according to the legend in the drawing. (30-50. Very dry, 51-70. Normal dry, 71-90. 
Semi dry and 91-120. Moist). Inside the main nave each position (02-13) contain 3 (three) different 
measurements varying according to the distance from the floor in 20cm, 60cm and 150cm. All this 
information was added into the 3D HBIM model at the right place. 
Equipment devices used for the profiling moisture measurement: AHLBORN – Almemo 2590. 
 
 
Figure 30 - AHLBORN, Almemo 2590. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 31 - Moisture Test Localizations Entrance. Source: JAZBINSEK. Vojko, JAGLICIC. Zvonko, 
(2018). 
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Figure 32 - Moisture Test Localizations Main Nave. Source: JAZBINSEK. Vojko, JAGLICIC. Zvonko, 
(2018). 
 
3. Monitoring and Control. 
1. Static: 
a) Crack Pattern Survey. 
In-situ manual survey was done by a group of professionals, from which it was possible to identify, from 
the point cloud by terrestrial laser scanning, larger cracks on the vault over the main nave. As a manual 
technique in ACAD file as name (kancevci_tloris&zunanj&razpoke KPMK) was designed these cracks 
on the correct place with “razpoke layer” (red colour). These drawings were also inserted into the 3D 
HBIM model. 
 
Figure 33 - Monitoring Crack Pattern from Terrestrial Laser Scanning. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, 
(2019). 
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b) Crack Propagation. 
From the crack pattern survey of the church, as describe on the previous topic, it was defined 5 
(five) different points “N1, N2, N3, Z1 and Z2”, localization according to the points on the image below, 
to monitoring and control crack widths along the time intervals, where it has started in 2018 until 2020. 
From each monitoring point results it is possible to observe and measure the crack propagation. 
 
Figure 34 - Crack Propagation Points Localizations. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 35 - Crack Monitoring Result (e.g. N1). Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
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c) Geodetic Network. 
During the on-site investigation were implanted a leveling network composed by 21 (twenty-
one) benchmarks, which 16 (sixteen) was stabilized in the outer walls of the church and 5 (five) 
stabilized in the surrounding objects. From the analyses of the measured height differences, the 
benchmark nº 100 were selected as the fixed benchmark.  The benchmarks on church are connected to 
the other benchmarks with 3 (three) levelling loops according to the image below. 
 
 
Figure 36 - Leveling Network. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2017). 
 
 
Figure 37 – Stabilized points on the outer walls of church. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2017). 
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For the geodetic network, all measurements were made in 5 (five) repetitions in both faces, 
using an equipment device by Tachymeter Leica Nova MS50 and a precise prism Leica GPH1P. As a 
result of the adjustment process were the coordinates of all points and their accuracies, as represented 
in the table below. 
 
Figure 38 - Tachymeter Leica Nova MS50/ Prism Leica GPH1P. Source: Leica, (2020). 
 
 
Table 1 - Geodetic Network Average Accuracies, Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2019). 
 
 
Figure 39 - Leveling Measurements. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2019). 
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By the deformation analysis 3 (three) points were determined as stabile (nº 2, nº 3 and nº 7) 
which were used them in the adjustment process as known. From the geodetic network points and plus 
7 (seven) additional points inside the church were used as a ground control points for the Terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) for the point cloud georeferencing. These points were marked with flat circular 
retroreflectors (d=50mm) according to the figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 40 - Geodetic Network and TLS Ground Control Point. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2020). 
 
 
Table 2 - Geodetic Network Coordinates Point. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Point
Latitude 
Coord. Y 
[m]
Longitude 
Coord. X 
[m]
H               
Coord. Z 
[m]
1 999.9994 999.9978 100.0000
2 1015.1273 1015.0326 99.5222
3 1053.2410 1000.0001 99.5990
4 1034.2354 986.1930 102.2256
5 1024.0316 964.0939 100.2132
6 1036.4186 951.3709 99.5718
7 1001.1945 979.7765 99.7384
8 1018.1381 981.1745 105.1237
9 1021.7751 986.2873 102.5370
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Table 3 - Geodetic Network Average Accuracies TLS, Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2019). 
 
 
Figure 41 - Flat Circular Retroreflectors. Source: URBANCIC. Tilen, (2020). 
 
2. Dynamic: 
a) Vibration Tests. 
 Ambient vibration testing is usually done by introducing a forcing function into a structure, 
using a type of vibration test shaker or can also be done without any exication apart from wind that was 
our case. This kind of test is performed to examine the response of a device under test (DUT) to a defined 
vibration environment. 
According to the Slovenian National Research Project: J2-8194 (D), this test was performed to 
analyze the effect of the bell on the church structure, and to obtain these results, it was defined 7 (seven) 
different positions to insert the accelerometers, “ABx, ABy, AJ, AN, ANx, AS, AT1”, according to the 
localization on the image below.  
Equipment devices used for the ambient vibration test: Dytran 1D accelerometer serie 3097, range 
10-500mV/g and data acquisition and processing – Dewesoft. 
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Figure 42 - Dytran 1D accelerometers and Dewesoft data acquisition. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, 
(2020).  
 
 
Figure 43 - Accelerometers Localizations. BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 44 - Vibration Test Result. BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2019). 
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3.4 3D PARAMETRIC MODEL FAMILY 
From the 3D point cloud, using the software’s Autodesk AutoCAD, Autodesk REVIT and FARO 
as-built modeler plugin for REVIT, it was possible to manage and modelling all the families required 
inside the building project, with a good quality and accuracy following the NBS Standard and 
Regulations and considering concepts and knowledges related to product data template and also the 
adequate behavior to the object in IFC-based interoperability process. 
3.4.1 Door Family 
For this topic, this Heritage building required 6 (six) different kind of BIM Door Object, that 
was modelled in different files, as listed to the names below: 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_I; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_II; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_III; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_IV; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_V; 
f) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_VI. 
For each door family above, was also modelled separately a door leaf, as listed to the names below: 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_I; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_II; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_III; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_IV; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_V; 
f) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Leaf_VI. 
It have been started to model the families from the Point Cloud to 2D CAD drawing in AutoCAD 
and then to 3D BIM Families inside the REVIT, but later on to make it faster this process, it was 
discovered a Plug-in for Revit named “FARO As built modeler” that it has the ability to export a file 
format point cloud (.RCP) to file format point cloud (.PTS) and then import this file of point cloud 
(.PTS) directly inside the REVIT family (.RFA). Using this workflow process, according to the figure 
below, was possible to obtain in a faster way and a high precision all the BIM families required. 
  
Figure 45 - FARO As-built Modeler Workflow. Source: Author (2020). 
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I. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_I. 
 
 
Figure 46 - Door I View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 47 - Door I Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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II. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_II. 
 
 
Figure 48 - Door II View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 49 - Door II Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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III. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_III. 
 
 
Figure 50 - Door III View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 51 - Door III Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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IV. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_IV. 
 
 
Figure 52 - Door IV Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
V. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_V. 
 
 
Figure 53 - Door V View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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Figure 54 - Door V Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
VI. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Door_VI. 
 
 
Figure 55 - Door VI Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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3.4.2 Window Family 
For this topic, this Heritage building required 8 (eight) different kind of window object, that was 
modelled in different files, according to the names below: 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_I; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_II; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_III; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_IV; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_V; 
f) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VI; 
g) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VII; 
h) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VIII; 
 
For the window family above, was also modelled separately a window leaf and window´s profile, 
according to the names below: 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Leaf_I; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Leaf_IV; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Leaf_V; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Leaf_VI; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Grade_Profile_I; 
f) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Grade_Profile_II; 
g) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Frame_Profile_II; 
h) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_Grade_Profile_I. 
 
As mentioned in the sub-chapter 3.4.1, it was used the same tool to develop the windows. 
Above is listed all the window families created for the HBIM model. 
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I. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_I; 
 
 
Figure 56 - Window I View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 57 - Window I Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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II. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_II. 
 
 
Figure 58 - Window II View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 59 - Window II Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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III. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_III. 
 
 
Figure 60 - Window III View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 61 - Window III Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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IV. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_IV. 
 
 
Figure 62 - Window IV View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 63 - Window IV Model View. Source: Author (2020). 
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V. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_V. 
 
 
Figure 64 - Window V View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 65 - Window V Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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VI. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VI. 
 
 
Figure 66 - Window VI View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 67 - Window VI Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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VII. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VII. 
 
Figure 68 - Window VII View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
VIII. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_VIII. 
 
Figure 69 - Window VIII View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 70 - Window VIII Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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IX. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Window_IX. 
 
 
Figure 71 - Window IX View Family. Source: Author (2020). 
 
 
Figure 72 - Window IX Model Family. Source: Author (2020). 
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3.4.3 Generic Model Family 
For this topic, it was modelled 4 (four) different generic family, according to the names below, 
and some generic model using the Revit tool model-in-place. 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_WallClock; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Bench. 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Grade. 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_PictureFrame. 
 
I. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_WallClock 
 
Figure 73 – WallClock. Source: Author (2020). 
II. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Bench 
 
Figure 74 – Bench. Source: Author (2020). 
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III. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Grade 
 
 
Figure 75 – Grade. Source: Author (2020). 
IV. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_PictureFrame 
 
 
Figure 76 - Picture Frame. Source: Author (2020). 
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3.5 3D BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING FOR HERITAGE (HBIM) MODEL 
BIM consists in 2D and 3D geometric information, non-geometric information and associated 
documents and data. Usually the first step to design a BIM model is by the geometry and for this 
dissertation development, BIM for existing building, was created an assembly of appropriate BIM 
objects, based on existing data. All these components (e.g. door, window, furniture, wall, floor…) were 
selected, modelled, parametrized as at right dimensions and placed into their existing position, as-built, 
as the measurements survey on site by terrestrial laser scanning. 
A 3D model is composed as an assembly of native BIM components, which represents the real 
geometry, and non-geometric information to the model, associated to the correct BIM elements. 
Usually, BIM for existing structures does not necessarily has to be based on point cloud data, 
usually it depends up on the complexity (low or high) of the geometry that has to be modelled. It can be 
useful to create in the beginning a 2D CAD drawing from the point cloud, and then use this data to start 
a 3D model. 
Considering the St. Benedict church as a complex case, for this dissertation it was essential the 
terrestrial laser scanning made by Tilen Urbančič within the scope of Slovenian National Research 
Project: J2-8194 (D) to develop and model building geometry. 
3.5.1 Preliminary Tasks 
The first task added to the work was to understand the entire building environment from the point 
cloud data, and then start creating a 2D CAD drawing (floor plane/ sections and elevations) to be easier, 
later on, to develop the 3D modelling phase. 
For this topic, it was developed from the point cloud data 5 (five) different 2D CAD views, as listed 
to the names below: 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_FloorPlane; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_01.North; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_02.East; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_03.South; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_04.West. 
 
Figure 77 - 2D CAD Drawing Workflow. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 78 - Horizontal Section Point Cloud. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 79 - Floor Plane 2D CAD Drawing. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 80 - North Elevation 2D CAD Drawing. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 81 - South Elevation 2D CAD Drawing. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 82 - East Elevation 2D CAD Drawing. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 83 - West Elevation 2D CAD Drawing. Source: Author, (2020). 
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The first thought was to make 4 elevation (North, South, East and West), plus 9 (nine) section 
planes, to obtain the knowledge of the entire building, but this 2D process was time consuming, so to 
make it faster it was decided to start with the 3D modelling directly inside REVIT with the point cloud 
and 2D CAD elevation view as a reference. 
 
3.5.2 Modelling Geometry 
3.5.2.1 Visibility and Graphics Settings 
 
To organize the project view properties (such as view scale, discipline, detail level, and visibility 
settings) inside the REVIT environment were created a template view, as name 
(FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_Template), and apply all these settings to all views. 
On the figure below it is possible to visualize these properties settings. 
 
 
Figure 84 - View Template. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 85 - Visibility/ Graphic Overrides. Source: Author, (2020).  
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3.5.2.2 Storey 
 
The Historic building is divided in 7 (seven) main storey, as level names from the base to the 
top, is Level -100_Foundation, Level 0_Ground_floor as a part of the building entrance “bell tower” 
and the main nave, Level 335_1ºPavto. as a part of mezzanine “Choir”, Level 665_2ºPavto., Level 
1065_3ºPavto., Level 1410_4ºPavto. as an access to the bell room and Level 1850_5ºPavto as the roof 
top. 
As support to modelling time, were create secondary levels between the main storey, as names, 
Level 200, Level 300, Level 370, Level 390, Level 535, Level 758, Level 885, to obtain better 
information of the structure and result in high model accuracy. 
 
Figure 86 - Project Browser Floor Plans, Source: Author, (2020). 
The rooms are organized represented by numbers from 1 to 11, with the appropriate names on the 
table below, following the next figures representing each floor plane storeys as describe above. 
 
Table 4 - Room Schedule. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Table 5 - Building Area. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 87 - Building Storey, Source: Author, (2020).
 
Figure 88 – Level-100_Foundation. Source: Author, (2020). 
Storey Area Unid.
Level 0_Ground_Floor 245.72 m2
Level 335_1ºPavto. 54.22 m2
Level 665_2ºPavto. 19.05 m2
Level 1065_3ºPavto. 18.17 m2
Level 1410_4ºPavto. 18.02 m2
TOTAL AREA 355.18 m2
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Figure 89 - Level 0_Ground Floor. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 90 - Level 335_1º Pavto. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 91 - Level 665_2º Pavto. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 92 - Level 1065_3º Pavto. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 93 - Level 1410_4º Pavto. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 94 - Level 1850_5º Pavto. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.3 Walls 
 
Usually for Cultural and Heritage building to guarantee better stability of the structure in the past 
masons never made faces of walls strait vertical. In our case, by analyzing the point cloud it was possible 
to verify that the St. Benedict church walls were also built in this way and to modelling into the 3D 
digital model (REVIT) the walls cannot be made with a command “Walls” due to this variability inclined 
from the base to the top of approximately 50mm. 
Ignoring this slope into the model, all the exterior walls of the main nave and the bell tower would 
be out of the precision requested for the work (5mm/10mm). To fix this issue and start to model correctly 
inside the precision it was necessary to create all the walls as a component “model in-place” with family 
category “Wall”, using a solid extrusion or a solid blend (3D shape that changes along its length, 
blending from a starting shape, base, to an ending shape, top). 
Besides that, it was necessary to adjust all the opening (door and window), that due to the type of 
existing opening was not possible to model as a “Opening Cut” inside the family object. To solve this 
situation, it was necessary to create all the opening cut inside the 3D raw model as a command Void 
Blend (used to remove part of a solid 3D shape) inside of each wall “model in-place”. 
 
Figure 95 - Masonry Walls View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.4 Door 
 
As modelled the door in a separate file (.rfa), as written on the previous topic, according to the 
building requirements it was just necessary to import these families into the BIM model. 
 
Figure 96 - Door View. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Table 6 - Door QTO. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.5 Window 
 
As also modelled the window in a separate file (.rfa), as written on the previous topic, according 
to the building requirements it was just necessary to import these families into the BIM model. 
 
Figure 97 - Window View. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Table 7 - Window QTO. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.6 Floor 
 
Most part of the church’s floor has been modeled as a standard command “floor”, but in one 
specific case on the floor of the Level 335_1º Pavto. or the “ceiling” of the Floor 0_Ground Floor 
required a special way due their complexity, “vault”, and was adopted to model as component model in 
place. On the figures below, you can view the floors distributed on the entire church. 
 
Figure 98 - Floor View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.7 Structural Foundation 
 
How the structural foundation usually is part of hidden structure, inside the land, were not 
possible to get the geometrical information thought the terrestrial laser scanning. To develop this 
modelling, it has been used, as reference, images by the archeological investigation on-site from 1996, 
but without consistent dimensions and due this issue, is something not so much reliable into the model. 
 
Figure 99 - Structural Foundation View. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 100 - Structural Foundation View (1). Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.8 Stair 
 
To model the stair from Level 0_Ground Floor to Level 335_1ºPavto., was used the standard 
command into Revit, by Stair Sketch Run, drawing the boundary and risers according to the 3D point 
cloud. 
 
Figure 101 - Stair 3D Sketch Run. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 102 - Stair View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.9 Ceiling 
 
The ceiling was also a complex object to modelling and was not possible to do it as a standards 
ceiling command. It was divided in 5 (five) vaults, both axis curved, according to the figure below and 
their thickness was not constant, varying from the top, “e=15cm”, to the toward outer walls and arches, 
“e=30cm”, in approximately 15cm. 
 
Figure 103 - Ceiling View. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 104 - Ceiling View "Vault". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.10 Structural Framing 
 
Few parts of the structural framing on the roof were missing on the point cloud, and, 
consequently, it was not possible to obtain all geometric information. According to the appeared 
structure part was modeled on the right place some wood framings, and specially structured ties over 
the main nave ceiling structure as figure 110 and 111 and also created 4 structural trusses according to 
the names and images below.  
1. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_Truss_01. 
2. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_Truss_02. 
3. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_Truss_03. 
4. (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_Truss_04. 
 
 
Figure 105 - Structural Truss 01. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 106 - Structural Truss 02. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 107 - Structural Truss 03. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 108 - Structural Truss 04. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 109 - Structural Wood Framing Section. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 110 - Structural Ties Passing Throught Masonry Arch. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 111 - Structural Tie (8x80mm). Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 112 - Structural Wood Framing General View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.2.11 Roof 
 
Most part of the roof is composed by ceramic tiles, type Bobrovec, over the main nave and by 
copper sheets at the top over the bell tower. To develop this topic, it was necessary create many sections 
and reference planes over the roof and by family model in-place command were created the roof tile 
according to the point cloud surface as reference.  
 
Figure 113 - Ceramic Tile Type Bobrovec. Source: Obenauf, (2020). 
 
Figure 114 - Copper Sheets. Source: BOSILJKOV. Vlatko, (2020). 
 
Figure 115 - Roof View. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3 Adding Data Information 
To insert all these non-geometric information results, as non-destructive tests, minor destructive 
tests and monitoring and control measurements in-situ, into the final 3D BIM model was created 77 
(seventy-seven) individual project parameters for elements, and in each one linked documents and data 
provided by the Slovenian National Research Project. For the next sub-chapter below, it is possible to 
visualize these data, as Archeological Investigation, Ground Penetration Radar (GPR), Thermography, 
Profiling Moisture, Crack Propagation, Geodetic Network and Vibration Tests. 
 
 
Figure 116 - Project Parameteres Created. Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.1 Archeological Investigation 
 
 
Figure 117 - Parameters Properties Archeological Investigation. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 118 - Analysis Results Archeological Investigation. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 119 - Non-geometric Information "Archeological Images". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.2 Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) in Reflection 
 
 
Figure 120 - Analysis Results GPR. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 121 - Analysis Results GPR. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 122 - Non-geometric Information "GPR". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.3 Thermography 
 
 
Figure 123 - Parameters Properties Thermography. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 124 - Analysis Results Thermography. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 125 - Non-geometric Information "Thermography". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.4 Profiling Moisture 
 
 
Figure 126 - Parameters Properties Moisture. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 127 - Analysis Results Moisture. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 128 - Non-geometric Information "Moisture". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.5 Monitoring of Crack Propagation 
 
 
Figure 129 - Parameters Properties Crack Propagation. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 130 - Analysis Results Crack Propagation. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 131 - Non-geometric Information "Crack Propagation". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.6 Geodetic Network 
 
According to the way of terrestrial laser scanning was made, using some points with known 
coordinates as reference, ground control points (GCP), Figure 33 and Table 02 above, the point cloud 
was georeferenced. From this georeferenced file, into the 3D model was also added these known points, 
according to the coordinates to get the geodetic network drawing and also linked documents and data 
by monitoring and control leveling measurements of stabilized points on the outer walls of church. 
 
 
Figure 132 - Geodetic Network. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 133 - Parameters Properties Geodetic Network Leveling. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 134 - Analysis Results Geodetic Network Leveling. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 135 - Non-geometric Information "Geodetic Network Leveling". Source: Author, (2020). 
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3.5.3.7 Vibration Test 
 
 
Figure 136 - Parameters Properties Vibration Test. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 137 - Analysis Results Vibration Test. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
Figure 138 - Non-geometric Information "Vibration Test". Source: Author, (2020). 
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4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 ATTRIBUTES FOR SUCESSFUL 3D HBIM MODEL 
For the successful of 3D Building Information Modeling of cultural and heritage buildings for the 
management and retrofitting purpose, geometrical and non-geometrical information’s could be fused 
within single HBIM model. For this thesis results obtained from Slovenian National Research Project: 
J2-8194 (D) “Sensor technologies in diagnostics and monitoring of cultural heritage buildings”, were 
used for the creation of effective HBIM model. 
From a group of different professionals, companies and institutions that worked on this Research 
Project, through the use of BIM were possible to integrate all of this documents and data, geometrical 
from a point cloud and non-geometrical from computer files and paper, in a structured and consistent 
way into a single model (HBIM), what meant a better data management, mitigating loss of information 
over the time. 
 
 
Figure 139 - Integration Documents & Data HBIM Model. Source: Author, (2020). 
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4.2 DELIVERIES 
 As an output data for the dissertation, as describe on the Workflow 4, after a long-time 
consuming modelling all the geometry and insert data information, in a single (.rvt) file we obtained 
everything, such as a point cloud, geodetic network, 3D parametric families, 3D model, documents & 
data and from the use of BIM in an automatic process were possible, easily, generate floor planes, 
sections, elevations and 3D view from different location and also generate 2D and 3D drawing sheets.  
  
Figure 140 - Point Cloud and 3D Families. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
 
Figure 141 - Geodetic Network Implanted. Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 142 - Section Box 01, Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 143 - Section Box 04, Source: Author, (2020). 
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Figure 144 - Section Box 2 and 3. Source: Author, (2020). 
 
In Appendix A is possible to visualize 7 (seven) different sheets created for this work, in scale, 
according to the views and names on the list below. 
a) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_01-07_Floor Plans.pdf; 
b) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_02-07_Building Sections.pdf; 
c) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_03-07_Exterior Building Elevation.pdf; 
d) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_04-07_Interior Building Elevation.pdf; 
e) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_05-07_Section Box.pdf; 
f) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_06-07_3D Modelling.pdf. 
g) (FernandoSilva_2020)_BIMA+7.0_Thesis_ARCH_07-07_Geodetic Network.pdf. 
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Figure 145 – PDF Cover Sheets. Source: Author, (2020). 
 As all the geometry, information and design is linked to each other inside REVIT, any change 
in the arrangement would have to be made only once and consequently all drawings derived from the 
same element arrangement would be automatically updated. 
 
 
Figure 146 - PDF Sheets View, Source: Author, (2020). 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 Presented study has shown that BIM is not reserved for new structures but it can be applied also 
for existing and Cultural Heritage Buildings using different projects perspective, archiving many kinds 
of information in a consistent way into a unique model, nominated as HBIM model. This retrofitting 
projects environment based on-site investigation in AEC area is time consuming for the development, 
since we are modelling something that already exist, as-built with numerous imperfections and in 
numerous occasions the information about the building are very scarce or do not even exist. For this 
purpose, extensive on-site investigation is needed to be performed in advance.  
One of the main goals of this thesis was to develop a 3D model from point cloud by terrestrial laser 
scanning and incorporate up-to-date non-geometric information, as a non-destructive tests (NDT), minor 
destructive test (MDT) and monitoring and control measurements. These data enabled us to build HBIM 
as effective tool for conservators and owners as well as solid data base for designers and architects for 
planning retrofitting actions.  
 The big challenge is that this field of works require different kinds of professionals 
(conservators, architects, engineers…) working together in a group and consequently a lot of different 
kinds of documents, data and file format collected and presented in single environment. The use of BIM 
has showed a great environment to work on this area and unify everything, all this information, into a 
single and accurate 3D model. As contained in archive state HBIM may represent form of a Culture 
Heritage Identity Card for particular asset. This may easy the transfer of knowledge to future generations 
of researchers and designers and provide solid base for management actions on particular asset. 
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